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reducational institutions worth in
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Past Students

dollars and cents? We do not generally estimate the value of an educational institution in so much
money and yet it is surprising to
most of us how much money an
outstanding educational institution
of higher learning brings into the
community in which it is located. As
an example we will take the College
of Puget Sound.
"Some seventeen years ago the college was over $40,000 in debt. Then
a new president was elected, a man
with a vision and the ability to
make that vision a reality. The r esult is that today the College of
Puget Sound occupies 40 acres of
ground in the center of Tacoma
with · buildings and equipment representing an investment of about
$750,000.00 with an endowment of
approximately $900,000.00.

The College of Pugcl SoLmd
will observe ils annual homecoming progi:am this year
wilh a two day celebration, to
be opened Friday evening,
November 21, with fraternity
a nd sororily dinners and open
house for graduates and former students.
The house dinners will make the
formal opening of the big fete, which
according to committee plans, will
be t he most elaborate homecoming
that the college has ever staged. Glen
Downton, pep manager, is In charge
of the bonfire which will be the
main attraction at the pep rally to
be held on the athletic field Friday
evening. The freshmen will have
charge of gathering the fuel for the
fire and will also keep an eye on
the pile of fuel, lest it be lighted
before the scheduled time.
Follies
As· a climax to the opening day of
the two day event, the college will
present a "follies" at the Broadway
theater at 9 p. m. This stage presentation will be novel and interesting,
being made up entirely of college
students. It will be presented on
the order of a vaudeville show and
will have several varied acts. Soloists, tap dancers and comedians will
appear on the bill. Van McKenny is
in charge of the theater bill and
is directing a chorus of twelve
talented college co-eds. This bevy
of beautiful girls will be assisted by
a 14 piece orchestra.
Saturday, November 21, will open
with a large parade through the
business district, reminding the
townspeople of the football game
in the Stadium between the College
of Puget Sound and Pacific University at 2 p. m. The game will be
the crowning event of the annual
homecoming and also the final
game of the season for the Loggers.
. The all-college dance will be h eld
Saturday evening in Washington
Hall at the Scottish Rite Cathedral.
Considering the success of past "social functions" and especially the
fit•st 011e, held after the all-college
banquet last year. The visiting
alumni and the present students
may expect an excellent evening.
There wm be a small admission price
to offset the homecoming expenses.
Publish Bulletin

Bulletins are now being printed
and will be sent to all alumni of
the college. This will act as an invitation and news sheet and will
contain the program for the two
days.
R. K. Wasson, president of the
alumni expects a record attendance
of old students, and is making every
effort to promote an excellent program.

Otlah Announces
New Members
Bonita Reeder and Reitha Gehri
have been accepted into m embership
by Otlah Club, women's scholarship
honorary. Announcement was made
last Wednesday in chapel. Becoming
a member of Otlah is considered one
of the highest honors in the college,
for membership is based not only on
very high scholastic standing, but
also on character and service to the
school.
Bonita, besides maintaining an excellent grade average, has been
active in debate, in Lambda Sigma
Chi affairs, and served as president
of the Philomathean literary society
last spring. Reitha is active in the
college dramatic art department, has
a high B average, and works outside of school.

Tails

•

WI-IO?

For the last fifteen years the college has averaged an increase in
net assets of $100,000 per year. Very
few business houses can show this
growth.
Worthy of Support
"From this it is readily seen that
the College of Puget Sound rates
well up among the larger business
establishments in the city and is
worthy of support.
"In 1929-30 there were 1161 persons enrolled in the college including r egular college day classes, evening classes, smnmer sessi.on and
music department.
"These students spend approximately $400,000 per year. DisbUl'sements by the college for maintenance ancl salaries amount to $250,000,
and money brought Into Tacoma
by reason of families moving h ere to
allow their children to attend college brings the total to over $750,000.
"The scholastic standing of the
college is equally high. The College
of Puget Sound is one of five standard institutions of higher learning,
of college and unl versi ty grade, in
the state of Washington which are
accredited by r egional and national
associations. It takes third place in
student enrollment."

Debator Presents
Trees To College
Shigeo Tanabe, a member of the
senior class of the College of Puget
Sound has just presented the college with two Imported Japanese
cherry trees from Japan. These trees
are to show his love and appreciation to the college and when they
acquire their growth will add beauty
bo the grounds.
They have been set out temporarily until Bursar Robbins, who is in
California at present, returns. Mr.
l;tobbins has charge of the grounds
so no definite plan for the placing
of the trees can be established until
his return.
At the first meeting of the Faculty
women's Club, the beginning of the
year, Shigeo presented a large box
of imported tea to them for the
affair.
He is a member of the Varsity debate team that met the English debators here last Saturday and wellknown in college circles.

Strength of Opposing Squad
Is Not Known
Twenty-fom· Logger football players with Coach Ed Pirwitz and
Athletic Manager Johnny Gynn left
at 9:30 this morning for Portland
where the Maroon and White will
meet the strong Columbia University Cliffdwellers tonight in the 1\ll;ultanomah Stadium. The contest will
be the final trip of the season for
the Puget Sound players for they
will wind up the season's play next
week in Tacoma.
Just what the chances of the Loggers winning the contest are not
known because there are no comparative scores to rate the teams by
and it is not good judgment to base
hopes too strongly on comparative
scores. It is known that Coach Gene
Murphy has a fast hard-hitting
team that will make the Loggers
bustle every minute.
Personnel of Squad
The personnel of the squad making
the Portland trip included Captain
Vic Ranta, Art Martin, Tom Kegley,
Stan Bates, ends; Al Casperson,
Chet Rhodes, Orville Smith, Jack
Mattison, Harold Dabroe, tackles;
Ray Sulkosky, Dean Pettibone, Jack
Slatter, Jack Springer, guards; Frank
Keuss, Ed McLean, centers; Johnny
Newell, Frank Bowers, Gene Piety,
Earl Enochs, Chet Baker, Bill Weicking, Len Richardson, Bob Sconce
and Ocky Johnson, backfield men.
Ranta will not be in shape to play
but is making the trip as captain
of the team. He has had a broken
hand for some time and is now one
of the men suffering from infectlon.
Annotmce Lineup
coac11 Pirwitz announced his
probable starting lineup against the
Cliffdwellers as Martin and Kegley,
ends; Rhodes and Smith, tackles;
Sulkosky and Pettibone, guards;
Keuss, center; Weicking, qua,rter back; Baker, fullback; Newell and
Johnson, ha.lfbacks.
If this is the team that will start
the eleven will be about the strongest combination that the Loggers
have had on the field this year. The
only place where the Maroon will
be at a disadvantage will be the
wing positions. Neither Kegley nor
Martin have had the experience that
Captain Ranta and Don Shotwell
have had. However they are fast
developing into good ends and
should turn in good performances
tonight.
Sulkosky at guard is returning to
the lineup after ~ three-w~eks layoff
due to broken nbs. Ray 1s perhaps
the most outst.anding guard in the
Northwest Conference this season
and his work, more or less indi·c ates
the way the team is playing. If lle
is in good shape the rest of the
squad looks good. Johnson is returning to his halfback post after several weeks rest necessitated by torn
shoulder ligaments.

At the last rehearsal of the Oratorio Society on Monday evening.
officers for the year were elected.
Those chosen are: Harald Bergerson,
president; Morris Summers, secretary; Marjorie Gardner, treasW'er;
Herbert Phenecie, librarian. The r ehearsal was held on Monday evening Instead of Tuesday because of
the Al·mistice Day holiday. It was
decided to hold rehearsals Wednesday noons, as well as Tuesday evenings at 7:15 p. m. All of the reheai·sals are to be held in Jones Hall
Auditorium.
Dues of the organization are $1.50
a year. Because of the large expenses incurred by the new society,
the officers urge all members to pay
their dues as soon as possible. 75
cents may be paid now and the
other half a t the beginning of next
semester if a student so desires.

'

Matthews Speaks
On Own Travels

THE 'CAT-0-NINE TAILS' MAKES
INITIAL APPEARANCE TOMORROW
College Dramatic Art Department Stages Mystery
Comedy in Jones Hall at 8: 15 Under the Direction of" Miss Martha Pearl Jones
"Ca l O'Nine Tails," comedy mystery, will be presented
tomorrow evening al 8:15, in Jones Hall, by lhe dramatic
deparlmenl of lhc College of Puget Sound.
This is lbe :fi rsl all college production of lbe season, and
'.Vill he followed by two more Lhis year. It is the first of this
type of play lobe presented by lhe college, and ranks among
Lhe best of lhis lype ever to be writlen, jt is said.

THIEVES BREAK
INTO LAB. AND
STEAL ALCOHOL
Burg·lars Break Into Rooms
of Science Hall

A five-pound box of candy is to chemicals are kept. '!'he thieves took

Tells Delta l{appa Phi Frater- be offered to t he individual who sells
nity of Islands
the greatest number of tickets, and four and one-half gallons of pure

Pep .A.ssembly

Features Band

I

Tomorrow Nite
PRICE FIVE CENTS

Sneak thieves jimmied the windows of the physics laboratory and
thus gained entrance into Science
Hall sometim e Monday night. They
t i d ll tl d
. tl b 'ldi
.
re a
le oors m le m ng m
an effort to get into the rooms. Not
the homecoming game, above the being successful they broke in two of
minimum number to be agreed up- the biology stockroom doors. These
on by the fraternity and sorority probably will have to be replaced.
groups that is acceptable to the While prowling arom1d in the baseathlectic management.
ment they broke into a room where

a three-pound box of candy to the
"Th e south sea Island and Aus- individual who sells the second
tralia" was the topic of the talk giv- highest number of tickets. This contest is open to all studen ts of the
en by Mr. Alfred Mathews, faculty college whether or not they are
adviser for the Delta Kappa Phl members of a fraternity group.
fraternity, last night at the chapter
Tickets may be checlced out from
house. Mr. Mathews has but lately Mr. Battin any time after Friday
returned from an extended four morning. The ticket selling contest
will close Friday, May 21.
month's trip in the South Seas during which time he visited the Philippine I3lcmd, ::loci~.~~ Islall<ll!, TalliLi,
Australia, and the Polynesian Islands.
The people of the Polynesians
vary from the well-formed Tahitian C. P. S. Organization Includes
Under Baton
with his tall muscular body to the 28 Members
of W. G. Marshall
short, stocky, ugly, U\terly savage
native of the Fiji Islands. The isThe all-college band, under the
lands themselves differ from the
barren volcanic rock to those cover- baton of William G. Marshall, made
ed with steaming luxuriant vegita- its first public appearance in chapel
tion. The French government, to last Friday. They were well receivwhom the islands belong, has estab- ed by the stttdent body, who seethed
lished schools for the natives and to welcome something different in
education is compulsory as high as pep assemblies.
The program was opened with a
what would probably compare with
march "Military Escort." This was
the seventh grade.
followed b.y "Mister .ll:>e," a two step
'!'ook Phoiogmpbs
and another march "Safe1ly." To conMr. Mathews took numerous phoelude the program a third march,
tographs while in this region but "Activity" was played.
experienced much difficulty in getMr. Marshall plans to have the
ting clear prints. The hot damp cliband appear In several assemblies
mate starts a chemical reaction on
the films which soon spoils them ln the near futUl'e but nothing defiunless they are developed immed- nite has been arranged yet.
The c. P. s. hour over t·adio stalately after taking.
tion KMO on November 28 will
The people of the region know
feature the band and a good provery little about the United States
gram is promised those who "tune
and what they do know is learned
from the movies of cinema as the in" at that time.
The complete personnel of the
French call it. These movies usually band includes: Dick Adams, James
show Wild West pictures or fight
(Continued on Page 2)
pictures where some little 'runt'
knocks down or shoots 'a lot of big
guys' and ,runs off with the h eroine.
This impresses the people so much
that if they learn you are an Am• .
erican they are afraid of you and expect· you to · fly into a rage at any
time and wipe out the crowd.
By Met·tel Jensen
In his visit to Australia, Mr. MatPuppetry is a new featm·e offered
Bennett Leads Students In hews observed the hard times and at the college by Miss Evelyn PattiChristmas Carols
made the statement that the United son of the art department. This
States hard times look like a streak course was offered at summer school
Speaking on the changes that are of wonderful prosperity in compari- and has proved a great success as
taking place in modern Turkey, R. son. The only place in Austra lia a new enterprise in this part of the
K;. Lyman addressed the student where money can be found is around country. Because of the great inbody during the chapel Wedne.sday. the race track and the sporting terest created, a special course for
Mr. Lyman explained that Turkey rings.
teachers is now being held at the
is going through the period in her · Mr. Matthews brought back a com- Jason Lee School. The puppetry
history during which state and reli- plete native costume as well as many credit can be applied in art or dragion are severing connections.
matics. It is one of the oldest phases
interesting pictures of the Island.
of dramatic art and includes a com"One of the hardest things about
plete colU'se from the beginning to
the change," he explained, "is that
the most advanced development of
many of the older' business men, un- FACULTY MEMBERS
able to learn the new alphabets, are VISIT IN CALIFORNIA the puppet background.
losing all of their trade. This is but
Miss Pattison has her Bachelor of
one reason for much of the unrest
Fine Arts degree from the UniversIn the interest of the college, ity of Washington where -she is a
in Turkey."
President
Edward H. Todd, Bursar member of Rho Chapter of Alpha
Mr. Lyman, a 'W,hitman graC]uate,
has spent much time in Turkey, C. A. Robbins and E. L. Blaine, Chi Omega sorority.
having returned to this country only chailman of the board of trustees,
While doing undergraduate work,
last June.
left Tacoma Thursday, November s, Miss Pattison took part in four
Monday's chapel was turned over on a motor trip to California. They Spring operas and several Midwinter concerts. After graduation
to Professor John Paul Bennett, who
led the student body in singing will visit Los Angeles and othet· she taught for three years in high
Christmas carols. This practice is points and except to be gone about schools in washington, after which
she returned to the University of
ten days.
an annual occtuTence.

Speaker Explains
MISS PATTISON Changes In Turkey
HOLDS EXHIBIT

Unusual interest was displayed in
a private exhibit h eld by Miss Evelyn
Pattison of the college art depa rtment at the Margaret K . Gould
school for children Monday night.
The exhibit was a representative
display of Miss Pattison's work, and
included pieces of ter'r;a-cotta and
casting, both in the round and bas
relief, pieces of batik, stitch ery,
block-print and pottery.
Of special interest was a terracotta nymph , an order from a
Seattle family to be placed at the
head of the pool in the garden of
their Seattle 1·esidence.
She also exhibited portrait plaques
of her mother and father, and the
head of a 11ttle girl, in bas relief.
A head plaque of a negro boy caused
much favorable comment.
Miss Pattison exhibited her work
at the end of the summer school
session, last August, and there is a
possibility of her having another at
the college in the near future.

OROTORIO SOCIETY
ELECTS OFFICERS

fort lo allend Homecoming
this year as il marks the
Lime when we are changing
our major activities from
Commence men l lo Homecoming.
We arc preparing and
mailing l.o all Alumni the
Puget Son n d Alumnus,
whjch has a complete program of Hmnecomjng for
lhis year, bul if by chance
any of the A.lu 'm ni should
nol receive a copy, accepl
this as an invitation and he
oul to give us a boost. If
you did not t·eceive a copy
of Lhe Ahunnus it is because we did nr)t have yom
conect address.
Let's all gel behind the
ball and push, get up the
pep Lhal '''e had 1n days
gone by and return to our
Alma Mater lo make Nov.
22nd the greatest of Home- TICKET SELLERS
comings.
.OFFERED PRIZES
R. K. WASSON,
Pres. of Alumni. As.
P. S.- Send us your cor-~ A turkey is offered to the frareel a ddress, we want to ternity and to the sorority that sells
the greatest number of ticlcets for
keep in touch with you.

Logg·ers Have Strongest
Combination of
Season

1

O'Nine

At The Play
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grain alcohol which is kept under
government license.
.....
,,
"VJ·.J.·. G . H . s wayze, care t·a,cer
of
Science Hall has found no clues as
to the identity of the intruders. It
is believed that the bUl'glar or burglars must have been acquainted with
the building.

More Than 400
Attend Debate
"Instead of a government of the
people, by the people and for the
people, it is government by big business, for big business, aided by the
press."
, This was one of the statements
made by D. H. Elletson, second English affirmative speaker in the debate that was h eld between the Col;
l~ge of Puget Sound and the English
team Saturday evening at the First
Baptist ChUl'ch.
The question was "Resolved, that
the principle of democracy has been
tried and found wanting." Mr. Elletson and C. J. Crehan, the English
debators, spoke for the affirmative
side of the question, while Arthm
Martin and Shigeo Tanabe, representing the College of ~uget Sound,
upheld the n egative.
Dean Allan C. Lemon, presiding
chah·man, introduced the fom·
speakers, who were given fifteen
minutes for their main talks and six
for rebuttal.
This, the first inter-collegiate debate of the season, was a no-decision
debate. More than 400 students and
townspeople attended.

The Dramatic Department, under
the direction of Miss Jones, has been
worldng on the play for several
weeks, and it .is expected to be one
of the best productions ever to be
presentee! by this department. New
scenery has been made for the production and under the direction of
the properties committee, the stage
will be furnished in a very realistic
manner.
Siagc Staff

IMissTheJones,
stage staff as announced by
yesterday, is as follows:

dramatic manager, Morris Summers;
stage manager, Marvin carter; stage·
electrician, Wilfred Evans; stage
assistants, Winston Davidson, P.alph
Cuny, Bill McCallum, Truman Blaisdell, Fred Amston and Paul Nutting; property managers, Lois Messinger and Myrle Neyhart; assistant
managers, Miriam Weigle, Gladys
Neff, Peggy Scudder, Eloise 'l'uell
and Harriet Rasenzweig; assistant
to the director, Priscilla Doherty;
scenery, Ruth Carter, Theo Barwick
and Dorothy Nadeau; posters, Bonita Reeder, Helen Yauger, Twila
Kendall, Anita Kechulie and Minabel Stevens.
Spurs io Usher
The Spurs will act as ushers at
the play. An added attraction will
be a short program by an orchestra
composed entirely of Filipinos. The
personnel of the orchestra is as follows: Leoncio Dagang, Luis Om·irapax, J aime Martinez, Timotio Reyes,
Fllomeno Corprez and Sinocio Ragasa.
Some of the fumishings are being
used with the compliments of
Schoenfeld's, local Tacoma firm.

Follies Portray
'Service' Idea
Ensemble Working Hard to
Perfect Program
With "The Service Idea" as tl1e
motif of the vaudeville to be represen ted at the Broadway Treatre as
part of the Homecoming program,
on Friday, November 21, plans a'l;"e
developing under the direction of
Van McKenny.
The program will be composed of
a snappy jazz band, tap dancing,
songs, and a talented group of
chorus girls.
Orchestra Personnel
The orchestra, which will be dresseel in the garb of cooks, will consist
of the following: Chuck McLean,
Delwin Jones, Ian Gordon, Roy Norman, Ralph Towne, Dick Tilton,
Vernon Birch, Bill Elwell, Chester

Pat Mattson and Jim Black.
Ml.ss Patti"son Is Artist at Puppetry Karbo,
"Tea for Two" and "The Kiss
Waltz," will be songs presented by
-:-:-·-·-•
Mary Malone.
•
A tap dancing number will be
Has Had Varied Experience Ill Art Irma
Bloomquist's contribution to
Washington for graduate study. She
then went to Chicago for study in
The Applied Arts School. Miss Pattison t hen accepted an art position
with the Davenport, Iowa schools,
where s he remained four years.
While in Davenport she did some
puppet producing- the first that had
been done in that city. She also had
charge there of the classes in modeling and sculpture at the school of
the Art Gallery.
In her studio in Davenport, Miss
Pattison did several portraits in
sculptUl'e, as well as decorative
friezes in tera-cotta.
Miss Pattison has membership in
The Art League of Davenport, and
has exhibited pieces of her sculpt m·e
at the Tri-Cities Artist Exhibit.
Special work in sculpture was done
at the California School of Arts and
Crafts in Oakland, California.
Besicles her work in the art and
dramatic departments at the College
of Puget Sound, she has charge of
the art work at the Margaret K.
Gould private school for small children in Tacoma.

the program.
A number of popular selections
will be sung by a trio consisting of
Ethelyn Lewellyn, Isabel Moore and
Carol Hanson.
A dancing number will be next
with Thelma Gander and Isabel
Moore.
"Scotty" Gordon will also appear
on the program.
The dancing chorus personnel will
be: Laura Hart, Vera Kirby, Doris
Thue, Rose De Lacy, :M;arion Spencer, Peggy Scudder, Mm·iel Breisman,
Evelyn Frank, Beverly Thompson,
Dorothy Fitting, Betty Burkey, Margaret Janes and Zenia Fix.

JOBS FOR GIRLS

A number of positions are open
to girls, who are willing to work,
it was announced yesterday, by
Mrs. Myrtle McLennan, Dean of
Women.
Anyone wishing to obtain one
of these positions is asked to see
Dean McLennan as soon as possible.

-·i1{
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.Delta Kappa Phi Fraternity
To Entertain At Canyada
Southern Style Chicken Dinner Will Precede
Evening of Dancing
A "Southern Style" chicken d ·inner wm awail members
and guests of the Della Kappa Phi fraternity who motor
to Canyada Lodge on !.he moLrn tain highway this evening.
The d i nner-dance, which is the first affair of the season given
by the fra ternity promises to be novel in menu, decoration
and cntertrunmenl. Dinner will be served at 8 o'clock, followed by entertainment and dancing.

-------------------------

Richie Mace and Bob Neilson, who
are making plans for the affair, announce that Mr. Alfred Mathews, a
former member of the college teaching staff and who recently 1·eturned
from a six month's trip in the South
Seas, will be present. He is an
alumnus of the College of Puget
Sound and the Delta Kappa Phi
fratemity. Professor and Mrs. David
L. Bryant will be patron and patroness.
Guests of the fraternity will be:
Edith Maddock, Eloise Wood, Shirley Pennell, Verna Dunbar, Alma
Thompson , Jane Porter, Irene
Heath, Pauline Voelker, Miriam
Weigle, Ann Cashon, Maybelle M'unnely, Hazel Betchart, Genevieve
Grimes, Jennie Teevan, Edith Gustafson, Marie Porter, Evelyn Battson, Marjorie Powell, Janet Ware
and Mrs. Ensley Llewelyn.
Members of the fraternity are:
Jay .Snow, Carl Eshelman, John
King, Kelly Weiss, Oscar Utgard, Ed
Burroughs, Robert Boyd, Frank
Hueston, Bob Nelson, Rolla Halbert,
Delbert Jones, Jim Owens, Ted Nelson, SLanley Wardin, rver Belsvig,
Harold Porter, ·~enill Dennett,
C h a r l e s Porter, Frank Pollock,
Ernest MaJ.•cey, Richie Mace, Rober~
Neilson and Ensley Llewelyn.

Omicron Mothers
Elect New Officers

Plans Are Made To Assist
Chapter In Entertaining
At Reunion Banquet
The Mothers' Club of the Delta
Pi Omicron fraternity held their

monthly meeting Monday afternoon,
November lOth: at the fraternity
chapter house, 2201 North Alder
Street.
During the business session the
following officers were elected for
the coming year: Mrs. H. s. Crothers, president; Mrs. A. H. Onstad,
vice-president and corresponding
sec,retary; Mrs. E. B. Elwell, secretary-treasW"er.
Plans were made to assist the
alumni and active members in the
reunion banquet to be held in connection with homecoming, Friday
evening, November 21st. All groups
on the campus will honor their
alumni with banquets preceding the
bonfire and the theatre performance
in the evening.
Following the business session, a
program of piano solos by Willard
Gray, vocal solos by W. Kenneth
Fanning, accompanied by Mrs. E.
B. Elwell, was given, and refreshments were served.
Mothers of the fraternity men
present were: M'rs. W. G. Champlin,
Mrs. Jennie Cory, Mrs. H. S. Crothers, Mrs. E. B. Elwell, Mrs. C. E.
Gray, Mrs. Walter J. Griffen, Mrs.
H. J. Miles, Mrs. A. H. Onstad, Mrs.
B. C. Veatch, and Mrs. Frank L.
Worden.

Independent Study
Adopted hy Seniors
Three seniors, Reitha Gehri, Haraid Bergerson and Carl Eshelman
are doing special research work for
honors in accordance with the new
plan adopted by the faculty last
year and which is set forth in this
year's catalogue. According to this
plan the only way a studenL may
gain honors in the College of Puget
Sound is by pursuing independent
sLudy along some line of the studenL's special interest.
Miss Gehri is making a special
study in the history of drama under
the supervision of Lhe dramatics art
department. Harald Bergerson is
studying British policy with reference to India, in the deparLment; of
history. Carl Eshelman is making
an intense study of American policy
in Latin America with special reference to Nicaragua, also in the department of history. Each student
will be excused from 4 hours class
attendance each semester in order
tc give them some time for independent study.

Going Places & Doing Things §]EASON'S ~~~·l~
~ ~~

JEAN MUDGETT chasing her umbrella across the campus
- ED BUH.ROUGHS pulling on a silent drama- BILL KELLOGG shaking hands- "TEX" MACE playing with a cal in
Lite hall- ERNIE GOFF 1ooking bored to dea th in a class
- .JOHN MARUCA al th e BelJarmiue pep ralJy the other
night- BONNIE REEDEH looking for some mail, and finding none - Professor MARIS rushi.ng upsloirs - ALLAN
O'FARRELL studying on the landing between first and
second f'loors- Professor HANAVvALT poring over a hook
- Senator DAVlS aniving Jute to an 8 o 'clock class- MlSS BROWN with her usual ready smHe- l.VlARGUERITE
KELSO talking too much in the library- OLIVE KINSMAN
gelling inside dope on Prohibi lion- RU11-I YAUGER on
I ime for every class nowadays- Professor BRYANT painting a hookcase- ED KENDRICK seen in the bookstore with-

out Margaret- Professor WEISS reading the results of the
interview he gave the cuh reporters - Professor MACMILLAN hunting for his alcohol- SAM LEARNED doing
an Apache dance- JOHN NEWELL boasting about being
an artist 's model - CHARLES GUILFORD and BETTY
ARNOLD getting bawled out hy a cop for improper driving
- RACHAEL SCflNEIDEH rushing around with a se niorKENNETH STHACIIAN yawning- Miss DILLEY talldng
sweetly to Professor SEvVAH.D- Dr. PEH.R. Y seen at the
SORORITIES HOLD
VARlO US 1MEETINGS Colesium- ALFRED MATTHEWS giving an illustrated lecture on the South Seas- GENE PIETY inter rupting an
Interesting "Jungle" Program accounting class with 1oud sneczing- REITHA GEHRI playEnjoyed by Kappa Sigma
jng Pussy vVants a Cor ner- A SNOWSTORM- Well, vVeiJ.
Theta Sorority Girls

Stale Board Changes

League Institutes

The meeting of Kappa Sigma
Teaching Requirement
Weeldy Discussions
Theta was held at; the sorority house
3222 No. 24th Wednesday afternoon
The college Epworth League of
At the meeting of the State Board
at 4 o'clock. The following "Jungle"
program was presented with Irma of Education on SepLember 26, sev- Mason Methodist Church is comBloomquist in charge. "En Voyage" eral changes were made in the re- mencing an interesting series of
by Melba Alleman; "First Impress- quirements for teachers, to take meetil1gs on science and religion.
ions" by Claire Hartnett; "Chant of effect for all appllcants after Sept- The following topics will be discussed weekly, beginning next Sunthe Jungle" by Isabelle Moore and ember 1, 1931.
day,
with college young people as
Lucile Mw·bock, accompanied by
These changes provide that the
Janice Wilson: "Wihat Struck Me educational requirements be raised discussion leaders:
Funny" by Evelyn Bratrud.
Nov. 16-"Is there a conflict befrom 12 to 16 semester hotu·s of
tween science and religion ?"-Edna
credit
for
advance
certification
Following
the
program
a
business
and
Chi Nu Barn Dance
meeting was held with Allee Benoy that applicants must offer after Barter, leader.
Is Novel and Gay
in charge. Arrangements were made September 1, 1933, three semester
Nov. 23-"What effect has science
Proving to be one of the most enfor an alumni banquet to be held at hours of directed teaching or eight had upon religion?"- Evelyn Brajoyable affairs of the year, was the
the sorority house November 21, at months of successful teaching ex- trutd, leader.
Alpha Chi Nu fraternity barn dance
5:30 o'clock. An informal luncheon perience.
Teachers taking the
Nov. 30-"Scientists who believe
given last Saturday evening at the
is also planned for the active and course in State Manual may offer in God."-Arthur Martin, leader.
Shaw Building. Decorations canled
alumni members for November 22 the credits earned therein in lieu of
out the harvest season idea and
Dec. 7-"0ur duty toward doubtat
the sorority house.
taking the regular teachers' exam- what shall we believe?"-Dorothy
novelty favors were given the guests.
BeU, leader.
Helen Young and Dorothy KJ:og- inatlon in this subject.
Glenn Downton, assisted by Fred
stad were hostesses to Delta Alpha
Renschler and Harold Sands arDec. 14-"The new psychology."Unusual Party Held
Gamma sorority Wednesday afterranged the evening, while Professor
Dr.
R. D. Sinclair, leader.
Past Week-End
noon in the sorority room in Jones
and Mrs. Charles T. Battin, and
Professor R. D. Sinclair of the colOne of the most successful and Hall. A short musical program was
SOLVES PROBLEMS lege faculty is the counselor of this
Professor and Mrs. David L. Bryant
novel parties in the history of the given by Helen Christofferson after
were patrons and patronesses.
group. All C. P. S. students are inLambda Sigma Chi and Sigma Mu which refreshments were served by
Mrs. Myrtle C. MacLennan, dean
Guests for the evening were: MerChi organizations was Lhe "Forty- the hostesses. A business meeting of women, has been asked to help vited to attend these meetings and
cedes Dennett, Marguerite Kelso,
Niner Frolic" staged the past week- followed with Mary Westcott, presid- solve many problems during the last enjoy the fellowship.
Lillian Boyd, Dorothy Turley,
end at the Tacoma Yacht club by ing. Plans were completed for a win- few weeks. This service is much apDorothy Shotwell, Gwendolyn Fox,
Theo Barwick: "What is puppy
pledges of the groups. The gold rush ter infOt·mal to be given December 6, preciated by the freshmen women
Jeanette Boyd, Edna Muzzy, Lucille
days were depicted in all appoint- with Alice Erhart as general chair- in particular. As yet the upper- love?"
Wycoff, Judith Nordland, Kathleen
Charles Gerauld: "I'll bite?"
ments of the party with the tradi- man and a "Mothers Tea" to be class women have not taken advantSmith, Mertel Jensen, Alice Erhart,
Theo Barwick: "The beginning of
tional bar in evidence and a service given November 26, with Edna Baril age of the dean of women's office,
Elizabeth Fox, Pearl Case, Astrid
a dog's life."
of root beer and pretzels. Kerosene in charge. Arrangements are also according to Mrs. MacLennan.
Swanson, Marian Spencer, Mary
lamps gave the only light in the being made for the alumni reunion
Westcott, Alice Anderson, Chrlstena
"I am glad to help in any way that
ballroom and the walls were clever, banquet to be held the eve of homeGonyeau, Martha Armor, Margaret
I can, and any one is free to come
hung with cow hides, bear rugs and coming.
Sanitary Barber Shop
Janor. Dorothy Shepler, Goldie
to me with any thing that bothers
relics of days in Alaska. Also there
Under Pantages Theatre
Moore, Lois Brill, Wanda McKetAlpha Beta Upsilon sorority held them. I will try to help them to 9 CHAIRS-PROMPT SERVICE
were card tables where poker chips
trick, Katherine Doud, Florence Wets
their regula:r meeting Wednesday the best of my ability," sh.e said yescould be found.
"It pays to look well"
and Marian Heistuman.
evening at the sorority house 3512 terday. She also said that many
As a feature of the evening a sham
H. J. CONRAD, Prop.
No. 19th.
men have come to her office with
hold-up was staged with Bill Tibbits,
1~roblems that are confronting them.
A
business
meeting
was
held
Y. W. C. A. To Be
with
Bob Raleigh and Harold Dabroe reScene of Gay Party
lieveing the ladies of their jewelry. Lillian Boyd presiding. A social hour
The loft of the Y. W. C. A., 401 The act ended in a favor dance.
followed with bridge being enjoyed
JACK'S GRIDDLE
C.P.S.GRADUATE
Broadway, will be the scene of a
The committee receiving many dw·ing the remainder of the evening.
"Mother Goose" party this even- compliments for the success of the Hostesses were Marjorie Powell, Jean
WITH FULLER CO. The most of the best for the least
ing at 8 o'clock for all Y. W. girls party are Mary Catherine McKenzie, Mudgett, Mary O'Connor and Mary
HAMBURGER lOc
Frank Gillihan of the Class of 1930
of the local organization. For the Arlene Elsbree, Marguerite McCas- MUone.
913 Commerce St.
occasion the members will dress in key, Bill Tibbits, Harold Dabroe and
Lambda Sigma Chi regular busi- is malcing good with the W. P. Fulchildren's costumes while those in Bob Raleigh.
ness meeting was held in the soror- ler Company in Tacoma. Gillihan
charge will portray many of the
ity room Wednesday afternoon with was a four year letterman in football IP!lW<JMIM~Y$M!MjMIMJm~
familiar nw·set·y rhyme characters
Edith Eddy presiding. A social hour and a three year letterman in
Professors Judge
in order to carry out the motif.
followed
the business session and a basketball while in college. He was
Hig-h School Debate
Novel prizes will be given for the Last Friday Professors Hemy, potluck dinner was served in the also all conference quarterback for
most interesting costume and the MacMJ!lan, and Brown judged a de- home economics suite. Francis Bj- two years. Gillihan was a member
best stunt given by a group.
bate between Kapowsin High School orkman was in charge of the dinner. of Sigma Zeta Epsilon fraternity.
Miriam Weigle is in charge of the and Puyallup High School held at
affair. Mildred Shaad, Han-let Mc- Puyallup at 3:30 p.m.
Place to Meet for
Gill, Marian Sherman, Vivian Con)(
){
Good Things to
verse and the publicity committee of
Harold Sand
the cabinet, headed by Ruth Carter,
28l 3 No.
& Proctor
Returns To School
have aided in the preparations.
Harold Sand, sophomore at the
p·trst V"l.u-Co!Jege...;
-tu
Those who will lead in the enter- college, has returned to school after ~
.Producti011...:>
~
1
tainment are: Gladys Neff, Dorothy a week of illness. Sand is an Alpha
Sater, Carolyn David and Edna Chi Nu and prominent in school
~
Crestwell.
activities.

DEAN MACLENNAN

1!liebericb'~
ctCafe

~~~~~~~;«~)(~~):)(~)}()7

~ DRAMATIC DEP ART'MENT ~
~

i

Pledge Party Is
Novel In Appointments
Novel fighting, flags, model airplanes and sand bag trenches were
among the interesting features that
helped portray the "Armistice"
theme of the Sigma Zeta EpsilonKappa Sigma Theta pledge party
held at the Broadmoor ApartmentHotel, Saturday, November 8.
Military terms cleverly designated
the events of the evening; the
dances being named after famous
battles. Smart favors of balloons
and trench hats were enjoyed.
A French dance in costume was
presented by Jean Poe, Rach aeL
Schneider and LaW"a Hart accompanied by Edith Maddock at the
plano. Dean Smith, accompanied by
Janice Wilson, gave a vocal solo.

)(

Marvin Steinbach
Chosen Credit Assistant
Marvin Steinbach, of the class of
1930, has been chosen as assistant
credit manager at Schoenfeld's, local
furniture store. While here in c. ~
P. S., Marvin was a member of the
Sigma Mu Chi fraternity and prom~
inent in college athletics. He Is at
present taking special work in investments at the college night school
in addition to his job at the store.

~

~

~

i

Two small boys were fishing when
one who had no luck whatsoever
~
said, "Awe, gee, I'm going home."
~
"Wait a while; yer luck might
change," said the other kid.
~
"Aw, what's the use; my worm
ain't even tryin'."-New York Daily
News.
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(Continued From Page 1)
Black, Truman Blaisdell, Harry
Brown, Philip Carlson, Francis
Chervenka, Harold Dabroe, Robert
Durham, Shirley Edwards, William
Elwell, Charles Epps, Dorothy Foxwell, Charles Guilford, Charles Hall,
Roger Johnson, Delwin Jones, Charles MacLean, Wesley Moak, Roy
Norman, Lloyd Searing, Myron
Sh arrard, Hartford Thune, Dick
Tilly, Dick Tilton, Ralph Towne,
Orvil Wall, Herbert E. Amston and
Iver Belsvig.

~'

~

\Je
--------··--··------·

~

GAS,OIL,TIRES,
BATTERIES

~

Hardy's Service
Station

~
8:15p.m.

Under Direction of

Martha Pearl J onc!S

~
~

~

~)Ot~~);(~~::«:~~~~)j(~~}o{~~

ENGRAVERS•"'

SC'JENJES S:E:E.N
JBY
~ ~
SU1E

Accessories make the costume.
Gloves are the most important of
the accessories. Four or six button
pull-ons should be worn for general
street or sports wear in pigskin or
I
doe-skin of colors to harmonize with
the outfit. For formal afternoon one
should wear the 12-button kid in Speaker Explains
'black, brown or white. Sunday supInsurance Policies
per dresses call for the 18-button kid
or suede in harmonizing shades, ·
Mr. P. H. Walbridge, of the New
while the formal evening gown must York Life Insurance Co., spoke to
have the 20-button glazed or suede. Miss Blanche Stevens' home manBlack or white are the only colors agement class last Monday during
for formal evening wear.
class period. He spoke on the vari•
'ous forms of insUl'ance policies and
Last season we saw ermine or the value of each. Especially he
white lapin evening wraps lined with stressed the point that policies h ave
velvet. The newest Fr ench fashion is different values with different into line velvet evening wraps with dividuals. A few of the 85 differermine with the ermine appearing ent insurance policies were explained
as collar and cuffs.
by the speaker for the benefit of the
•
students.
A leading Parisian gown designer
The class will study a number of
puts short sleeves in most of the different problems and projects of
evening coats with trains.
home management of this sort during the semester.
•
Deep-toned lace has been chosen
for trimming lingerie for a number
of years but now the newest slips
and nightgowns are made of lace
of a light ct·eam tone.

Tests Given
Eng. Classes

• .*

•

The English department is conducting a series of tests in all o!
the English classes. There are three
tests of forty questions each dealing
with all forms of sentences, usages
of all parts of speech and so forth.
These tests are sponsored by the
LOOM LOANED
Psychological Corporation and since
HOME EC. DEPT. the tests are purely scien tific they
have no bearing on the grades of the
A foot-power four-handle loom students at the end of the semester.
has recently been loaned to the
Home Economics department by
Ever notice that the hen will
Miss Mackibbin who is librarian at scratch harder when the worms are
Lhe South Tacoma branch. The loom scarce?
is to be left at the school Indefinitely.
. Classes in clothing In the home
economics department are beginning
work on weaving. Several of the
girls have already begun bags of
several different types.

:U i illl l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l

Announcement
We wish to announce that we
have moved to our new store

at

255 So. 11th St.

Simplicity is the first law of nature.
Even imitation requires initiative.
Out· grief is sincere when we
mourn alone.

(Fidelity Bldg.)
where we will be glad to
meet our old cust omers
and friends and assure
you the same careful and
effjcient service.

FOR THE BEST

TAXI SERVICE
Call Main 43

Seamons Flower Shop
255 So. 11th St.

YELLOW CAB CO.

Same phone-Main 4978

----------------------PERMA-SHRUNK
Fast Colors
Collar Attached
SHIRTS

$1.95
Pure W oi:sted
SWEATERS

$4.85 .
JIM GARNESS
942 Pacific Avenue

~---------------------

"Dangerous Nan McGrew"

TRY

Sun., Mon., Nov. 16-17
John Berrymore In

I

BURPEE'S

~

Confectionery
A
d

"Mobly Dick"
1 19

T;~:::··B:~:~ I:

Open Tilll:OO O'clock a .•m

6th Ave. at Pine St.
l'ill l l l l l l l l l l l l l lt i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i U I I I I I I II IIIIIIIIII III I III II H III•
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"Let Us Be Gay"

--~--~--~--~-~~

,___2-901-6th-Av-e.

..

HIT 'EM HIGH, HIT 'EM LOW-GO, LOGGERS, GO!
To

PLUS FOUR

Announces a Special Rate of

18 Holes
. for
15 Cents

Until
6 P.M.

Central Bank
The College Bank

~

"Be Your Self"

goo place to EAT

A. STREET

Sixth and Oakes

Psychological Corp. Asks
40 Questions

According to a report from Cannes,
France, pajamas are correct for wear
all day long. Women are using them
for all occasions, both formal and
informal. Besides the regular crepe
de chine, velvets, chiffons, satins
and wool lace are being used.

A Special Rate to the Students of C. P. S.
PLUS FOUR GOLF

ST. HELENS at 6th

LOGGER SPORTS

We Play Pacific University
Here Next Week

Send The Loggel' Team
A T elegl'am At Columbia

THE PUGET SOUND TRAIL

Upper Class Teams
FINAL WORKOUT
Picked For Contests
FEATURES NOVEL
.. : FOOTBALL TEAM After two weeks or long, hard
Last night the college grid ma- t urnouts, Miss Mildred Mart~n. girls
athletic teacher, Is able to announce
chine entered into its final practice
the lineup of volley ball teams for
before its game with Columbia, with
unusual enthusiasm. This was due the juniors and the seniors. The
to the fact that the coach had an- freshmen and sophomore lists are
nounced that there would be a game being withheld until Monday, so
that Miss Martin can have more
with a team of chorus girls from
time to decide upon the teams.
the Fanchon and Marco stage Never has the choice for volley ball
troupe.
teams been so difficult, according
to Miss Martin. The material last
The men worked hard expecting
year and this year has both quality
that some pretty girls would be show- and quantity.
ing their heads around the corner
The j u n i or lineup includes:
at any moment to watch them. Jack Georgia. Johnson, Lucile Mmbach,
Springer pretended he was a heroic Mary Gamftt, Thelma Gander,
Hazel Betchart, Frances Bjorkman
end and ran valiantly down the
n.nd Dorothy Fowler.
field after passes. Johnny Newell
Those who made the senior team
and Stanley Bates spent a quar ter are: Alice Berry, Ernestine Goff,
of an hour apiece before the mirror Betty Martin, Minabel Stephens,
combing their hair and then went Margaret Alleman, Lillian Boyd,
Isabel Moore and Mabel Miller. The
onto the field watching their step
sub for the seniors is Margaret
so as not to get a single hair out of Cheney.
place.
The tentative schedule of games
Finally they came. Eleven beauti- Monday, ending at a late date in
ful camsels from the Broadway November, when the final tilt will
theater. They lined up. Remarks be played. to determine the chamand advice came from all of the C. pionship.
P. S. players. Never befor e had •t hey November 17-Seniors vs. J uniors
"talked It up" so much.
November 19- S o p h o m or e s vs.
The visitors lined up wearing
Freshmen
their coats (fur for the most part) November 21-Seniors vs. Sophoand at a given signal they were
mores
collected and their dazzling uniforms November 24-Juniors vs. Freshmen
were brought to view. Never before November 26-Freshmen vs. Seniors
in the history of the Loggers had Sophomores vs. Juniors
they stood up against sucl1 an aggragatlon. Their uniform consisted
of a small baby blue swimming suit Ticket Sales Boom
affair. That was all except of course
For Seattle Game
some pumps- cleatless and trim.
As the maroon and white wariors
Ticket sales for tbe Universitylined up against this bewildering foe W. S. C. game tomorrow have exa n ew look appeared upon the con- ceeded all previous records. The entenance of every player. Their eyes tire stadium has been sold out for
steeled and Chet Baker, Jack Slatter more than a week, and now only
and Earl Enochs went into a huddle standing room is available. Bleachand decided to "get that blond full - ers have been constructed to hold
thousands of people who cannot be
back."
Both teams were lined up ready seated in the stadium itself, which
to go when snap- it was all over, the holds 38,000. Two thousand standphotograph er had taken the picture. ing room tickets will be placed on
sale ten minutes after the kick-off.
The best previous sale on record
was made for the Stanford game in
We Sel've You Best
1925. For that game 30,000 seats were
sold before the game, and no extra
seats were erected.

---·--··-..-..-..----·---+
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PROCTOR
PHARMACY
W. P. Ragsdale

1
1
J
I

..:~~:.~~~~:::~"-~:~~:.:.!
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l

2605 6th Ave.
Telephone Main 2789

j

Victor, Radiola, General
Electric, & Crosley
Radio

L

...,__.._.._._ _u--H-u-••-•

-----------

jfreberirk 1!\ean

11\rug <teo.

Professiona.l Pharmacies
Store No.1
2612 Sixth Avenue
PHONE MAIN 2726
Store No.2
2701 North Proctor
PHONE PROCTOR 2726

-- -- --·----..1

IntTa-Mural Play
Due to the holiday last Tuesday only two indoor baseball
games were played. The Chi Nu
team ran away from the Delta
Kappa men by a 26 to 6 score.
The Sigma Zeta diamonders
scored ten runs to nine for their
opponents, the Peter Pugets, in
one of the closest games this
year.

Lettermen Will Be
Guests of Co11ege

NEAL E. 'fHORSEN

Costumer n.nd Ha.ir ShOJ)
926¥.. Bdwy., Tacoma
Pythian Temple Phone Main 3111
Hair Goods, Hair Dyes, Toupees
Wigs, Masks

S. B. COGSHALL
THE GROCER

. Phone Main 4493

F . H. Krug:

Tacoma

304 R ust Bldg.

The Wol'd N01v!
2 STORES

2 STORES

Sheaffer Lifetime
and Conklin Pens

Sun Drug Co.
Exp<rl Dmsm•n

019 PACIFIC

Broadway 3277

Loggers Hold
Bellingham In
Scoreless Tie
Small Crowd See 0-0 Home
Game Saturday
Playing before a small group of
rooters last Saturday afternoon in
t he Stadium bowl, the Puget Sound
Loggers and the Bellingham Normal
Vikings played football to the tune
of a scoreless Ue. The score was

All present and past lettermen of not the only indication of two teams
the college of Puget sound will be evenly matched, for a summary of
guests of the school at the home- other phases of the game also shows
coming football game with Pacific the equal caliber o[ the opposing
College. They will sit together in a teams.
section reserved for them dm·ing
The Loggers made 13 first downs
the game, parading around the field and the visitors made 12. Puget
dtu·lng the intermission.
Sound attempted 20 passes to comDue to inaccurate records it is plete 4 and Bellingham tried 13 to
difficult to notify many former succeed in 3. Both squads managed
athletes, and all lettermen and any to intercept 2 passes. In penalties
others who are informed of the plan alone t he College of Puget Sound
h ave been asked to cooperate with was a trifle more fortunate, being
the College in giving widest public- set back 55 yards as compared to
ity to this invitation.
the invaders 70.
Several of the Logger stars were
not
in the lineup as a result of inLinfield Player
juries received in the Washington
Returns To Classes game the week before. Among those
still on the hospital list were Ray
Linfield College (NIP)-Robert
Sulkosky, Captain Vic Ranta and
Druse, one o.r Linfield's football
Don Shotwell.
players, who was injured in the 0.
However, in some of the s ubstiP. S. game at Tacoma three weeks tute players, Coach Plrwitz found
ago, r etmned to his classes Nov. good material. Especially was this
3rd.
true of Bill Weicking at quarter, for
he played heads up football until h e
In Due Course
Mi .
"M
was forced out of the game in the
A . .
rnvmg
sswnary :
ay I ask· fom·th uarter with an e e injury.
what course you intend to take with
k Jqhns
J k s '(
d
on, ac
pr nger an
me?"
Oc y o
Orv Smith were other outstanding
Cannibal King: "The regular one.
Logger m en .
You'll follow the fish."-Witt.
In the Teachers' lineup, Faulkner,
Iverson and Thompson were the
At the Fratemity House
mainstays.
House Manager : "I can't raise
Summary:
$100, that's all there is to it. I r·e- Jlellhtloi"IIIIJII (ct)
(0) Q, 1•. S.
Abbott
LJllH ..............Kogloy
ceived a notice this morning from Mo ul lttt'Y................
............JJl'H................... Smllh
our bank about being overdrawn." A . 'l'holllpSon ....J~O FL .........Polllbono
Hopkins .............. C:.: ....................ICous
Pledge: "Well, can't you try some Jca ullmer ............RGl~ ............J:Ipr lngot·
.................. R'.rL ......... ....... Jth odos
other bank? They can't all be over- Vores
l31onton .............. R.l!lt..................... .Bu.to~
drawn."
13l'ln I<man .......... Q ...... .... Wolcklng
lve•·son .............. lAHn
Sconoo
Shelton ..............RHL ................Newoll
F lowers .............. F ... .. ............Baker
Clever Co-ed
Subs lltullons: Bellingham- SutShe : "When a man who bores me ton, Moe, D. '.rhomps on and Wlldor;
asks where I live, I always say 'in C:.:. P . S.- Casperson, lJlnochs, H.lchn.rdson, l3owet·a, .J ohn ~:~on.
the suburbs.' "
Fir s t downs- Bolli ngham 12, C. J'.
He: "Aha! That shuts him up, I s. 1a.
Passes trl od-Delllng·ham l:J, C. P.
suppose, but where do you live?"
s. 20.
Passes comp letetl- Bulllngham 3.
She: "In the subm·bs !"
<:. P. S. 4.
Pa:;se:; lntercople<I- Boll lng hltm 2,
Sage Brush Philosophy
c. r . s. 2.
Few men who have achieved sucPenaltl es-Bolllnghl\111 8 for 70
s, C. P. s·. 7 fot· Gr. ynrd s.
cess were expected to make good y~wd
OJ'fl clals- li'fllll 'l' hornl loy, roforoo;
when they started .
Rh e ll ey, umpire; c urronl O!Ho ra , head
llno,;man.

Phone Proctor 442
No. 26th & Proctor Sts.

CALIFORNIA FLORISTS

Cor. 6th and Anderson
and 2310 Pacific Ave.

Washington Rally
Is Held Tonight

RADIOS

Co·

"We Develop Films Free"

;~i~;;;~~
1

Model A Ford ac a Mile

j

Also other cars

~:~;~~:~~~~~;~;ntee

= No
J 754 Commerce St., Main 3909

The Cougar of the Washington
State College, wh ich was stolen by
the University of Washington in Juniot· College May Prove
1919, has been formally presented to
Tough Opponents
the Knights of the Hook by one o1
This afternoon, at 2:30, on Noble
its captors. For eleven years it hat
"Thank you, Dearie!" Then the
Jeen h1dden in a downtown Seattlt Field, at Centralia, the College of
time keeper blushed the color of a
Pug·et Sound reserves will play th e
Logger's shirt.
vault, Now it has an honored plact Centralia Junior College first team.
•
among the other trophies of the
According to comparative scores
Art Martin, after playing on even lJniversity, and will probably ap- Centralia is equal in strength to
terms with the Vikings, still had .,>ear, under heavy guard, at the Aberdeen J u n i or College, who
enough wind left to repulse the in- game tomorrow.
trounced the reserves last week. The
vading Red-Ooats.
The Washington State contingent, super varsity has been improving
*
according to The Daily, was hold- with each game, and although the
EUctson said that Martin's mind ing a rally for a game when two comparative scores would indicate
was like the great open S()aces of the of the five University "delegates" that they are outclassed, a good
West, but Elletson's mind reminded started wild-west shooting in a game is expected. The reserves lost
us of the Sahara Desert from nearby wood, accompanied by sounds to Aberdeen last week 33-0, but it
whence cometh the hot air.
of pain. The masculine guard or was a much more evenly match ed
• *
Pullman left the cougar to save the game than the score would indicate.
Monday Scotty Gordon was notic- distressed-which they never found.
Seventeen players are expected to
ed !igm·ing very diligently and when Meanwhile the cougar was spirited make the trip by automobile, and
he was approached on the subject away by the other three Washing- will be accompanied by Coach Seit was found that he was figuring
tonians and brought to Seattle. Won- ward. The starting lineup will be;
his loss in tuition because of Tuesder if it will stay there after the center, Winterhouse; guards, Wright
day's holiday.
game tomorrow?
and Webber; tackles, J enson and
• •
Bardsley; ends, Gibson and BleidThe rest of the week Scotty mt\de
sell; quarter, Gunnette; halves,
himself a general nuisance by claim- WILLAMETTE SQUAD Moak and Swan; and full, Camping· everybody was his prisoner. It
HAS MARRIED MEN bell. The substitutes who are makis rumored that a collection is being
ing the trip are: Otteson, War dnaar,
tal~en to buy him a ticket for the
Robbins, Newell, Mace and Martin.
Willamette
University
P:tObably
g·ood of the student body.
had the highest percent of married
* • •
We were asked if we knew who the men on its football team of any in Lappeuhusch Lost
Cat-0'-Nine-Tails is. we know sev- the country. On her squad of 44,
To Husky Gridh·on
eral cats but none with more than seven are married, which comprises
15
percent
of
the
whole
group.
These
one tale.
men seem to prefer the backfield.
University of Washington, Nov.
• • *
On this squad there are five backs 12-Charles Lappenbusch, star HusThe '.frail staff is anxiously awaitand only two linesmen. A complete ky guard who last week was lost
ing announcement of the new headmarried backfield could be used to to the team for the season because
quarters for Philo.
start the games.
of a kidney operation, is through
•
with collegiate football forever.
C. P. S. can be ranked with P. T.
A check on his eligibility made
Barnum for the perpetuating of fa•
•
yesterday by The Daily revealed that
mous hoaxes. We suggest making a
It was obset'Ved at the band conh e completed his first-and last year
tour of the U. S. with our collection. cert that the big things about the or competition for Washington at
lmnd wet'C the b!LSS drum ~md the the close of the California game two
The most outstanding attraction ~onsaphonc.
weeks ago, for he completed his
would be our famous Mr. Franklin
The band is well backed by the third year of play last season.
Trahyen, the well known copra a nd cmrtain.
Lappenbusch entered the College
gl'ass skirt man.
• •
of Puget Sound from Buckley high
•
This week's candidates for the
school in 1927, where he starred on
Another would be l.he book l.hat electric chair:
the line !o1· two years, playing
was once studied by a freshman.
The guy that waited until Friday
against
his present alma mater
Have you seen it?
to get his ticket for the play, and twice on teams that were defeated
• •
t.hen hollered his fool h ead off beIt is now being exhibited in Dean cause he had to sit in the back row 33 - 0 and 40 - 0·
He entered the University last fall
Lemon's office. The line will form of the balcony.
reading from left to right. Please
Cheap skates that use the tele- to complete his collegiate course and
don't shove!
phone in the Trail office to get out was the star of the supervarsity line,
* • *
of paying a nickel in the booth up- consistently ripping up last year's
varsity forwards.
stairs.
HAVE YOU GOT YOUR
Wiashington lost an almost certain
The dim-wit that persists in playTICKETS
There was a lad who had a lass
ing with your typewriter when you all-coast player and a possible allOf this we at·e often told, ·
are busy writing a story for next American when Lappenbusch was
He took her to, a play alas,
forced to fu·op football as h e was
period.
Don't think we are too bold.
rated as the outstanding guard in
; S1)e;lking of changes in Turkey games in which he worked against
They had to sit a way up high
we know of several changes that will such performers as Colbert of OreIn row z, seats 10, 11,
take J))acc in turkey during Thanks- gon and Beckett of California.
In othet· words you see
g·iving.
They were up in Nigger Heaven.
•
See you at the social function n ext
And now you ask, ihe story told
Saturday night - "know wh at I
What may the moral be?
mean?"
Get your tickets 'fore they're sold
Amen and ever thus.
If you wish ihe plaY, to see.
• • •
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Christmas Gifts--
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Spreinger&Jones~

Selection should be made as early
as possible-;-assortments are complete and easy to choose fromand McCormack Bros. prices are
always lowest.
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So. Kay at 7th
Main 2655
Established 1892

you nfl~d .atlilfltie £quipmflnt
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"SPA.LDINGS"
924 PAC. AVE.

Yell King of '97
Comes to Salem
For C. P. S. Game

ruget Sound Grad Comes
From San Francisco to Lead
Rooters in Yells
Students who saw th e antics of
Franklin Neyhart at the recent
Salem game will appreciate t he following clipping taken from the Willamette Collegian for october 30:
Tacoma, Wash., Oct. 27 .- To lead
his alma mater "In a yell or two" Mr.
F ranklin Trahyen, yell king of the
class of '97 of the College of Puget
Sound In Tacoma traveled from San
Francisco to Salem, Oregon, October
25, where the two schools clashed in
football. Mr. Trahyen has lived in
. Zamboanga, Philippine Islands for
the past twenty years and has become very successful in the copra
industry. At present he is making
an extensive tour around the world.
His plans were to hop to Dallas,
Texas, by plane from San F rancisco,
but on h earing that his college was
to play in Oregon, the old desire to
lead yells once more for his college
was too strong for him to resist.
Being a Methodist college has its
advantages, or disadvantages, in
that Mr. Trahyen is enjoying his extended jom·ney arotmd the tenestlal
sphere, anyway.
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IT'S THE BEST

SHEET MUSil

Cougar Presented
To Husky Knights

All is in readiness for the big pep
rally tonight on the Univer sity of
Washington campus. Students will
gather at the Chimes Tower, then
serpentine to Denny Field where a
huge bonfire will be lit.
A special band will furnish music
for the songs, and flood lights will
illumine the field. The original plan 'SP-!~
~~~~~~~~~~
was to burn the old timbers of the
~
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We Welcome Alums
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The following statements were m:ade to the writer by a
representative citizen of Tacoma recently. They are not new.
Similar statements were made last year and the year .before.
They arc reproduced here for yoLU' consideration.
"You complain that U1e people of Tacoma do not know
what the College of Pugct Sound has .to offer, thatlhe college
lJas never been sold to Tncoma. Then by holding yom· foolball games on a high school gt·idiron, your debates in a clown
town church and your homecoming theatricals in a down
town house you admit that you have never sold the college
to yourselves.
"lt is, in reality, of no great concern lo us where you hold
your contests. Our kick comes, however, from Lhe fact that
representatives of your student activities appear before our
service clubs and complain that we and Tacoma in general
do not know where C. P. S. is, what we do not realize its
significance to Tacoma. We bold that if yom· faculty and
yom· students feel that your own athletic field is not good
enough to play youl' games on, that your assembly hall is not
good enough to hold your big dcbales or your thea trical
productions in, you can harcUy expect the public to lake
your athletics, your debates or ·your lhcalricals seriously.

"The only way to induce the people of Tacoma to come

to your campus is to ofJcr them some excuse for coming.
Give them a chance to come by holding your big events, your
intercollegiate contests on U1e campus. You have a Jine a uditorium, you have a good athletic .field on your campus. Why
not use them? If you should have the college build itself into
the consciousness of Tacoma, if you would have the people
of Tacoma think of the college as a Tacoma institution, stable
and progressive, a leader jn athletics, debate and dramatics
you must associa te the name College of Puget Sotmd wjth
a particular section of the city, a definite place, a campus,
a building, a group of buildings, just as the names Rhodes
Brothers or Tacoma Smelter each is associated with a particular location in the city, a building, or group o.f buildings.
You cannot build up this association by playing your football games on the Staditun High School gridi.J.·on, and your
baseball games on the Lincoln High School diamond, by
holding yom· big debates in a down town church and your
thea trical productions in a down town movie house. It would
be no less sotmd a policy for the College of Puget Sound to
use Science Hall and Jones Hall as locker rooms while it
held home economics classes in theY. W. C. A., its engineering classes in the Lincoln High School shops, its sociology
classes in the Seaman's Mission, and its Philosophy classes
in the Christian Science lecture room."
The only justification which has been offered for holdLng
any collegiate event off the campus is the hope of securing
larger immediate gate receipts. But if it costs as much to
secu~:e the use of outside:: fi~lds and buildings as U1e gale
receipts amount to wherem hes the advantage? Any receipts
on the campus no matter how small ru.·e net. For the three
football games played so far this season io Tacoma we have
paid $171.51 for use of the Stadium, and $37.50 l'or busses
to transport men and equipment to and from the Stadium.
The total gale receipts for these games were $608.50, leaving
$339.49 to pay for advertising, officials and something over
$1,000.00 in guarantees. This says nothing of tl1c inconvenience of ticket sellers and ticket tal(ers having to lug their
equipment about with them, to and from the Stadium. This
docs not even mention lhe difficulties of policing a field Lhal
is inadacruately fenced, out of which it is impossible to keep
snealwrs. This docs not call attention lo U1e discomfort to
spectators silting on cold cemen t steps provided they can
find a spot large enough to sit on, which js not covered with
water a quarter inch deep.
We paid $50.00 for the use of the First Baptist Church in
which to hold a debate last week. .Our gate receipts were
$100.00. It should be remembered that a certain amount of
pressUl'e was brought to bear on studenls to attend this dehale and tha t each student paid 25 cents ln add ition to presenting his sludenl e nterprise ticket. It has been stated that
over 60% of the receipts were from students and facul ty
who would have preferred to come to the campus. Son1e
students have staled that they did not allencl because they
fclt.lha.t holding debate. off the campus relieved them of
obhgalwn to attend whJGh the pressure exerted mighl otherwise have laid upon them. Wherein lies the gain?

any

- C. B.

-.-

In a cmTenl issue of Forensic, national Pi Kappa Delta
publication, appears lh c following story:
Dean Allan C. Lemon of the College of Puget Sound Tells Us
of a Humorous Personal Experience as Follows:
I accompanied a friend who had been asked to fill a pulpit
in a strange churc,h on a Sunday morning. The pastor was
ill so was not present The speaker found an announcemenl
lying on lhe open Bible, which read:
"Henry Johnson, our respected friend and neighbor,
passed away yesterday. The funeral services wm be held
from this church on Tuesday at 3:00 o'clock."
The speaker urged all the friends and neighl)ors to pay due
respect lo their departed friend . He noticed a peculiar expression on the faces of the people.
After the service a member of the congregation asked the
speaker where he had obtained that announcement. When
told that it was on lhe open BiiJl,c and therefore was supposed
lo he read, this man said:
"Henry Johnson died over a year ago and his wife, her
second husband, and a new baby, were in the front scats
of the congregation this morning when you read that
notice.''

By AI Ilotchkins, Jr.
(Former Editor The Trail)
Seventy-eight thousand five hundred people in long woolen underwear crowded into the Yankee Stadium to see N. Y. U. take a 7-0 defeat from Fordham.. Fordham is
heard a lot more of here than on
the coast and is the Violets greatest
rival. They have one of the greatest defensive teams in the country
and play the old eastern style of
football of keeping a small lead.
Their touchdown came in the fii·st
two minutes of play and after that
N. Y. U. faced a stone wall for the
r emaining time to play.
• • •
The N. Y. u. squad is essentially a
colorful bunch as is their coach
"Chick" Meehan. He is a literal
rainbow-altho what rainbow he got
his spats, yellow necktie, and derby
from isn't lmown.

REPORTERS
Ray Campbell, Winifred Champlain, Howard Clifford, Harold DabrQe,
Marjorie Dilts, Edith Gustafson, Willai·d Haynes, David Hopkins, Mar•
garet Janes, Me1'tel Jensen, Grace Johnson, Roger Johnson, Olive KinsMeehan has inaugerated a toy
man, Elsie Korpela, Gwen Leggee, Mary Katherine McKenzie, Preston E. cannon to announce the ldck-offs,
Onstad, Catherine St. Clair, Arlo Seaton, Fred E. Stockbridge, Beverly touchdowns etc. The Fordham coach
Thompson, Blll Tibbits, Rolfe Tuve, Jeanne Whitworth.
asked him not to use it in this game
BUSINESS STAFF
but Meehan is Meehan, you know-so
Millon Foren
Business Manager Fordham responded with a field gun.
Proctor 37ll6
There were some really big guns a~
Arthw· Robbins
.assistant Business Manager the game.

OFF THE CAMPUS?

c.

NUMBER TWO
Lemon Writes For
H. C. L. Number One was gralil'icd lo discover a letter
•
-:from H. C. L. Nmnber Two in the mail box the other day.
-.-•
One would have discovered it sooner but he has
Pi Kappa Delta Publication Number
an utter horror of the mail box. It is a horror arising from

Allan

\!trail

'l'HE STORMING OF CHEVENI{A'S BARN
By Harold Dabroe
A bunch of the pledges were whooping it up in Chevenka's towering barn;
Just a bunch of Mu Chi pledges they were, out on a Sumner farm.
When out of the night that was foggy and cold came Rolf Tuve and
Charlie McLean
And the hearts of the pledges fluttered with fear; in fact, they fluttered
in vain.

The dancers struggled around the room, and looked on a ll with praise;
Until the members did appear, and then the roof did raise.
*
Tl1eir faces they turned and their eyes did burn in a most peculiar way,
We had a party SatW"day night, "and so," said they, "don't mind us pray, but pledges go on with your play."
the graduate Commerce School, at
the Greenwich Vlllage Inn, one of The lights went out-oh, what a smell-nine bombs burst on the floor.
New York's medium-powered places The lights went up-and now they knew-the members fled by the door.
of amusement. Some 11ours herethe party begins at 10 o'clock and Flattening the tires, and taking the valves, the members carried on;
is over at--which should give a While the pledges all stood around in groups, arguing pro and con.
rough idea of something or other.
I'm not so wise as some other guys, but I know this much is true
The pledges who stayed enjoyed themselves-I'll leave it up to y~u.
• • •
I had a letter asking what the
Tomorrow is not elastic enough in
gii·ls were like here. Well I haven't History Solves Why
of
Frosh
l.!!norance
which
to press the neglected duties
paid much attention but one gathers
....,
of today.
that the blondes are a rarity and a
red head is an outstanding considAt last we !mow! The age-old
er ation. All of them paint too much, mystery is solved at last to the
all of them have some accent either complete satisfaction of everyone!
cultivated or natural, they tall( just Even Al Fawcett th,inks it must be
12-LESSONS-12
as mucl1 and if a keynote must be right! Ahhbhh-What is it? CatNote or Ear-Guaranteed
expressed it is a sophistication o'-Nine-Tails? Where does the tide The National, Recognized School
WATERMAN PIANO SCHOOL
though it doesn'L a lways become go when it goes out? The green
Temple of Music
Main 2406
them. Most of them are well dress- hat? Or maybe, where does daddy
ed and take t raveling to Brooklyn go When he goes out? Or-?
or Hoboken as a matter of fact.
But nay, Pauline, it is not! It isj
Riverside Drive and Central Park this: Why don't college students
serve as a testing ground for their think for Lhemselves?
wiles and even then conditions are
And who discovered the answer? - - -- - - - - crowded.
None but the illustrious Mlss Dilly.
• •
Why don't they? Because way
N. Y. U. should take Carnegie all back in the 15th century somebody
right but the game with Georgia and his brother and his neighbors

a mental rustasle. He is always searching there for University "Dailys" for example, but he never arrives soon enough.
Somebody must get up awfLtlly early in the morning.
But, anyway, we here print one paragraph from the letter
of H. C. L. Number Two (otherwise known as Bill Law).
Bill is a ttending the Garrell Biblical Institute in Evanston,
1llinois. He was active in oratorical, literary and musical
circles during his undergraduate days here.
"Before I left I found some old H. C. L. clippings and
stuck them in my trunk. I just got them out and re-read
them. They're prelly punk, if you ask me, hut all the same
they prod me in a tender spot. In fact, I think I'm going to
sacrifice a dollar and subscribe for your lousy sheet. That
is, if you'll send me the back copies for this fall. If you don't,
send me back my doJlar and try lo deaden the pricks of
yoUl' conscience. I would take my plaint directly to the
business manager, if I knew who he is."
Vve hope we can .ftind the back copies for you, Bill, but you
may have to wait or we might even have to send you back
your do!Jar. You see, something must have happened to
change the alli tude of the students regarding the Trail this
year as all of the copies are taken by 12:30 on Friday. However we are having a hundl'ed extra pl'inted this week in
hopes that we can satisfy the knowlcdge-cmving minds of
the students of C. P . S.
BiH sends us a few sidelights on the college in Evanston.
"They have some rare old scholars here and the young
registn11· and pl'ofessor of religious drama is a rare one, too.
He is edi tor of the Litllc Theater Monthly, or else he has
ueen, and he has traveled widely. The whole atmosphere is
one of matter-of-fact facing of the problems that we have
lo solve. As a group Lhc fellows arc deeper thinking, more
l'adical and handsomer than any 150 or 200 you could pick
·oul at C. P. S. I know two oul-and-out Chinese communists,
and they have some good notions. vVe have some all-stale
football and basl~elball players and about all the honorary
fraternities arc represented. Vve even have an ex-editor, bLil
he's only here on sufferance.
The former H. C. L. evidently does not seem to appreciate
the efforts of the follies in that town. For he states "No, I
have not been to sec 'Artists and Models.' But I wish it
would hurry and leave town.''
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and evorybody else got shot or burn·

should be closer.

• • •

By the way did the big cocoanut
and arplane man make the Salem
game, and has the caption "Fighting
Loggers" been used yet?
Two of the chief motives that influence men's decisions are fear of
punishment and the hope of reward.

ed at the stake or cut up In little
pieces or tied out on the tide lands
and drowned or something worse
because they thought for themselves.
So blame YOW' ignorance on Charles V, ye verdant ones, for if it hadn't been for the Spanish Inquisition
you might now be capable of original though t. Who knows?

COMING!
D. W. GRIFFITH'S

Greatest Masterpiece

"ABRAHAM LINCOLN"
'1'0

Hamrick's BLUE MOUSE

The banlu of G·E floodlights at Georsia Tech's Grant Field can b• adj11sted to
illuminate tracll meets as well as football games.

G-E Floodlighting Wins Favor for
Football- Hockey- Track- Baseball- Tennis
finest location In Port/ani
In tho Hub of tho shoppirn,
and theotor districts onc6
facing pork block.
Convonient garage juar
ocross the street.

RATES
Sinqle room with both
$2.50 and up
Double room with both
$J.50 and up
Concerts twice doily
on 125,000 Ol'rjOn
HARRY E. HEATHI'\AN

Manoqer

G·E floodlighting equipment has a winning record. Its victories are counted
in terms of pleased spectators, increased attendance, satisfied coaches and
players.
The development of G-E athletic-field floodlighting equipment was planned
with every consideration for the fundamental and special playing conditions
it must meet. That is why the big Novalux projectors give ample and
evenly diffused light over the entire playing area.
The development of General Electric floodlighting equipment has largely
been the work of college-trained men in the G-E organization- other collegetrained men are largely responsible for the continuing leadership of
General Electric in furnishing the many other products which bear the G-E
monogram.
JOIN US JN THE OENERAL ELECTRIC PROGRAM, BROADCAST EVERY
SATURDAY EVENING ON A NATION-WIDE N.U.C. NETWORK

GENERAL fj ELECTRiC

